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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Elderly is a period of life characterized by changes in function and a decrease in social life so that result in changes in muscle tissue including the respiratory system. Respiratory function in older population will decrease due to age and caused many problems. The purpose of this study was to find out the combination of respiratory muscles stretch gymnastic with buteyko breathing exercises to increase the peak expiratory flow in the elderly.

Methods: The study design is an analytical experimental method with quasi-experimental pre-test and post-test two groups design, the population in the study in Sumbersekar Village that met the inclusion criteria for three weeks. Sample in this study is 56 samples divided into experimental group and control group. Experiment group consisted of 30 samples and the control group consisted of 26 samples. Research data were analyzed by Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test.

Results: The results of this study before and after intervention are p = 0.000 and H1 accept. The interpretation of this results is there is an effect of the combination of gymnastic respiratory muscle stretch with buteyko breathing exercises in older population.

Conclusion: There is an effect of gymnastic respiratory muscle stretch with buteyko breathing exercise in older population.
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INTRODUCTION

Elderly is a time when someone feels satisfied with his success but for others is a period of decline. Elderly is seen as a time of decline, a period of human weakness and a decline in social activity. This view does not specialize in older people who are not homogeneous but there are some who experience it differently.1

According to Law of Indonesia Number 13 of 1998 in Chapter 1 Article 2 states of that the age of 60 years is the beginning of the elderly, the aging process does not mean a disease but a gradual process that results in cumulative changes, decreased endurance in facing from inside and outside the body.

The number of older people in Indonesia is increasing every year. In 2007 it is estimated that the number of older people is around 18 million people, in 2015 will experience an increase in the same number as toddlers while in 2020 will be projected with the number of older people will exceed the number of toddlers. In 2025 Indonesia will rank 4th in the world with an elderly population after the elderly in Republic of China, India and the United States.2

A person’s lungs will develop continuously with maximum functional status. Lung function will gradually decrease even in athletes who are trying to maintain aerobic capacity during training. Reduction in arterial oxygen level and impaired response due to hypoxia, be aware of aging effect on respiratory function is important to anticipate problems caused by reduced respiratory reserves.2

Peak expiratory flows rate is a maximum rate of air achieved during the process of expiration and continued with maximum inspiration. When the elderly is in a healthy state, the process of ventilation will improve so that oxygen demand will increase through the lungs, oxygen can carry out metabolic processes or oxygenation, especially in carbon dioxide in the blood. The filtering process is strengthened by an increase in the exchange of carbon dioxide in the lungs during the respiratory process.3

Buteyko breathing exercises are a series of breathing exercises that aim to minimize nasal breathing, holding breath and relaxation, a technique that was developed in 1950 by physiologist Konstantin Pavlovich Buteyko in Russia.4

Respiratory muscle stretch gymnastics is designed to stretch the inspiratory muscles of the chest wall during the process of inspiratory breathing and expiratory chest wall muscles during the process of expiratory breathing. Respiratory
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muscle stretch gymnastic is safe for the process of stretching the respiratory muscles in the chest wall during contractions and as an effective method for maintaining respondent's physical activity. Combination intervention of gymnastic respiratory muscle stretch with buteyko breathing exercises that aim to increase thorax cage mobilization, decreased dyspnea, increased vital capacity of the lungs, suppress expiratory processes that increased expiratory flows and improve the quality of life.

Combination intervention of gymnastic respiratory muscle stretch with buteyko breathing exercises that aim to increase thorax cage mobilization, decreased dyspnea, increased vital capacity of the lungs, suppress expiratory processes that increased expiratory flows and improve the quality of life.

**METHODS**

This research method uses an experimental analytical method with a quasi-experimental. The design of this study is used to control external variables that affect implementation during the study, researchers used a quasi-experimental pre-test and post-test two groups design. The study was conducted in Sumbersekar Village, Dau Subdistrict, Malang Regency, respondents were taken by purposive sampling with a total sample of 56 samples with an experimental group consisted of 30 samples and a control group consisted of 26 samples.

Data will be tested for normality were analyzed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov because the number of samples more than 50 samples and then analyzing the effect of the research with Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test.

**RESULTS**

Changes including the chest wall is one of the abnormalities in the position of the thoracic spine that has begun to decline so that the respiratory system has increased. Decreased thoracic function of the thoracic spine associated with osteoporosis in the elderly resulting in decreased thoracic cage's ability to expand during the process of inspiration thereby placing the diaphragm to produce effective contractions. Total respiration in adulthood is the same but for chest wall capacity is lower in older samples. In addition, a higher residual volume is associated with a lower chest wall capacity so that it can show obstacles in completing the emptying of the lungs of the rigid chest wall.

Elderly who are more than 60 years old experience a reduction in muscle mass from the diaphragm and accessory muscles in breathing. Decreased peak expiratory flow in the elderly is caused by degenerative changes in the musculoskeletal system, especially located in the thoracoabdominal, causing a decrease in respiratory muscle strength related to joint movement and lung elasticity.

The mean value of men obtained for peak expiratory flow is higher than women. Determination of the average value of peak expiratory flow does not depend on age, height or smoking habits. Not finding a statistically more significant difference in men who have a dependency on smoking and an increase in peak expiratory flow, smoking has a bad effect and should therefore be avoided by the elderly.

Increased risk for various types of lung disease can be caused by smoking which has a negative effect on adulthood, especially in the elderly due to physiological changes. Smoking actually has
no effect on the peak flow of female expiration but has a modest effect on peak expiratory flow in men because pulmonary ventilation will show a proportionate increase in the number of cigarettes smoked. The respiratory system will adversely affect the health of individuals especially it can be predicted that there will be a total death.\textsuperscript{11}

The difference in expiratory peak flow values is related to body mass index because according to the opinion of Boson and Gardenghi that fat men have higher peak current values than women because accumulation of fat is spread in all parts of the body with dominance located in the abdomen so as to produce interference in ventilator function in larger men.\textsuperscript{8}

Improved pulmonary performance can be seen and known in individual activities, especially in individuals who have pulmonary disease that can produce musculoskeletal dysfunction, decondition or skeletal muscle stiffness, systemic inflammation, poor nutritional status, conservation of energy, conditions that can increase mortality or morbidity and can reduce the quality of life, especially in the lives of the elderly. The provision of interventions at various levels many assumes a role in providing basic physical activity practices, but technological advances can therefore lead to a gradual reduction of motor activity in housing, work or recreation.\textsuperscript{8}

**DISCUSSION**

Based on the results of gymnastic respiratory muscle stretch and Buteyko breathing exercises obtained a significant value of 0.000 (p <0.05) and Sig. (2-tailed) so it can be concluded that $H_0$ is rejected and $H_1$ is accepted. This means that there is an effect of a gymnastic respiratory muscle stretch with buteyko breathing exercises in older population. There is a difference in each expiration peak current value for the experimental group and for the control group during the study before and after treatment.

Peak expiratory flows will experience a significant increase after making gymnastic respiratory muscle stretch movements, the respiratory system can correlate with vital lung capacity because of the reduced process of distensibility of the chest wall as a result can reduce flexor muscle stiffness and the muscles of breathing aids will stretch so that it can reduce stiffness so as to reduce stiffness in the thorax cage.\textsuperscript{12}

Buteyko breathing exercise is non-pharmacological interventions that has a function to reduce chronic hyperventilation and help in improving the quality of life. The technique for doing buteyko breathing is breathing by controlling slowly and shallow and during the process of breathing must be a gentle rhythm and can be felt by the subject during the process of inspiration and expiration. Buteyko breathing exercises are carried out for 20-30 minutes twice a day for 3 weeks so that respondents can actively gain control of breathing patterns.\textsuperscript{13}

**CONCLUSION**

Based on results of the research that has been done, it can be concluded that there is an effect of a gymnastic respiratory muscle stretch exercises and buteyko breathing exercises to increase the peak expiratory flows.
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